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In the years ahead there will be marzy- m:mographs written 

regarding specific areas in the �ridence assembled for the Warren 

Coliiilission. Each, exa.m:i.ning the evidence carefully, may under

mine one crucial area in the eover��t•s case. 

Raynnnd l&lrcus ' work, "The Bastard Bullet", is an excel

lent exaJ!!>le of that which is to core. In a scholarly and 

minutely detailed �sis he demolishes a central and essential 

portion of the Warren Commission's case. 

If Marcus is correct, the case against Oswald as the 

"lone assassin" collapses. }.!arcus is correct. The Commission's 

case, which appears surprisin�ly ill-based upon cursory e.."'\:a.nrina.

tion, falls apart upon detailed examination. I lm0\'1 of no better 

illustration of that thesis than "The Bastard Bullet". 

Mark Lane 
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"I never did get excited about minor inconsistencies 

such as an extra bullet. " 

Rep. Carl Albert, majority leader 
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I COMMISSION EXHIBIT 399 -. A BRIEF DfrRODUCTION 

Page 1 

The bullet designated by the Warren Commission as Commission �ibit 

399 has already gained a notoriety which assures it a place in history. This 

is so because the Commission itself attributed to this small missile, 

neasuring little JOOre than one inch in length and weighing less than one-half 

ounce, a performance upon which it rested its entire case against Lee Harve,y 

Oswald as the lone assassin of President John F. Kennedy. 

The Commission contends that this bullet, after having been fired 

from the Mannlicher-Carcano rifle from the s:ixth-noor window of the Texas 

School Book Depository, struck President Kennedy in the back at a point 

s-3/8 inches below the top of his coat collar, and 1-3/4 inches to the right 

of the center seamJ that it then exited from his throat at the neck-tie 

knot; them struck Governor Connally in the back near his right arJJ¥>it; tore 

through his chest fracturing his fi..:f'th rib*; exited from below his right 

nipple; pierced his right forearm causing nrultiple fractures of the wrist 

bones, and leaving IIIalV netal fragments; entered his left thigh depositing 

two mre fragments (one of which remains in his femur to this date); and 

then - spent by its labors -- either imnediate�v or at Parkland Hospital, 

became dislodged from his thigh and was found, so the Commission tells us, 

on his stretcher. 

A heavy workload indeed for the Commission's small missile. But 

if its workload was heavy, its trajectory was fantastic. 

In order to strike Governor Connally 1 s back at the point of his 

wound near the right arJT;)it, the bullet, which would have been descending 

at an angle of approximately 20° if fired from the TSBD window, had to be 

*(and, although the Commission does not acknowledge it, leaving at least one 
netal fragnent) 'o\''' 



2 INTRODUCTION cont. 

deflected upward upon entering President Kenneqy1s boqy in order to exit 

from his throat at "the neck-tie knot"; and then, while still retaining 

virtually all its original velocity, be deflected again, this time dowmrard 

and in mid-air before entering Governor Connally's back.* 

Our first task·shall be to test this ke,y hypothesis of the 

Commission 1 s; and to examine briefly the circumstances which caused it to 

rest its case on so vulnerable a proposition, despite overwhelming contrar,y 

evidence attested to by eye witnesses, Governor Connally himself, medical 

and ballistic testimoey, the relative positions of the wounds, Newton's Laws 

of libtion, photographic proof, the FBI rep6r:t, and common sense. 

After satisf.ying ourselves that the Commission's version is 

conpletely untenable, we shall then proceed to our main purpose; an attempt 

to determine just what role 399 di� play in the historic trageqy of 

November 22, 1963. 

* * * * * * * * 

*Vincent J. Salandria, "A Philadelphia Lawyer Analyzes the Shots, 
Trajectories and Wounds", Liberation, January, 196.5 



II WHY THE MAGIC BULLE!'? 

The theory that a single bullet struck both President Kenne� and 

Governor Connally was one which the Warren Commission must have adopted with 

considerable hesitation, in view of the formidable evidence against it. In 

fact, however, a nunber of circumstances converged which left the Conunission 

no alternative if its lone-assassin version of the shooting was to remain 

intact. 

The most inflexible of these circumstances was provided by the 

remarkable and historic 8-mm mtion pictures taken by a spectator at the 

mtorcade, Abraham Za.pruder. A nWIDer of hits, or reactions to hits, are 

detectable in this film,; but none is mre startling than that depicted with 

graphic horror in frame 313, where President Kennedy has been struck in the 

head. Since this shot immediately knocked JFK over to his lett across Mrs. 

Kennedy 1 s lap, and since by this point the already-wounded Governor was lying 

on his back across the seated Mrs. Connally, it is ··apparent that this was the 

last shot to strike either victim. Frame 313, therefore, marks the end point 

in the actual shooting of the victims. 

The beginning point -- the first frame of the Za.pruder film in 

3 

which a shot could have been fired, consistent with the lone-assassin theory --

is frame 210. This is so because the FBI has proved that for a considerable 

period prior to this frame, President Kennedy was obscured from the sixth-

noor TSBD window by a large oak tree.* Therefore, it is to the one-hundred

and-three-frame period (from 210 to 313) that the Commission's theory has 

restricted it for all of its shots. 

The FBI has further determined that each frame represents slightlY 

*the film shows unmistakably that he was not hit prior to being obscured by 
the tree · 



4 WHY? cont. 

less than 1/18 second, and that the Mannlicher-Carcano rifle could be fired no 

�0..'\ faster than once ervery 2. 3 seconds,. the equivalent of forty-two fra.nes of the 

mtion picture film. 'Therefore, a maxinnun of three shots could be fired in 

the 5.6 seconds from 210 to 313; and hence, the Commission's three-shot 

limitation. 

A corollary of this fact is that if agy two hits are recorded by the 

Zapruder film in less than 2.3 seconds (forty-two frames ) it would <»nstitute 

prima facie evidence of a second assassin. 

With the preceding facts in mind, an an�sis of the Zapruder film 

discloses why the Commission was forced to embrace its double-hit hypothesis. 

President Kennedy, as the Commission concedes, is reacting to a hit in frame 

226 as he emerges from behind a road sign. 'The Commission also concedes that 

while at this time Governor Connally shows no sign of having yet been struck, 

he is reacting to a hit prior to frame 240. Even assuming that the shot to 

which JFK is reacting in 226 had struck him as earlY as 210 (the first frane in 

which he would have been clearly visible from the sixth-floor window after 

emerging from behind the oak tree), there still would not be t� for a 

second shot from the hannlicher-Carcano rifle until at least forty-two frames 

later, or 252. 'Therefore, either the shot to which Governor Connally is 

reacting by frame 240 is the same one which struck President Kennedy earlier, 

or there was a second assassin. 

'The Oommdssion attempts to reconcile the time difference between 

� these two reactions of the victims by suggesting that Governor Connally's �''v 
;\''� was a delayed reaction. But the Za.pruder film precludes such a possibility, 

for it shows not mere1r the Governor's reaction, but also proves that he 

was hit immediately prior to frame 238. 
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At that point Governor Connalzy had been turning to his right, 

when suddenly - in the 1/18 second which had elapsed since preceding .t'rame 

231 - he is halted in mid-turn, his right shoulder is thrust forward (toward 

the Zapruder canera) and down, and i.nmediatezy thereafter his muth pops 

open. (Gov. Connalzy, in his testimoey, stated: 11I inmediate].y, when I was 

hit, I said, 10h, no, no, no' •11) 

The sudden forward thrust of his shoulder, in a direction 

opposite .t'rom that in which he was turnine, is conclusive proof that this was 

not a delayed reaction to pain, but the very m::>ment of i.llpact. To maintain 

in the face of this irrefutable proof that both men were struck by a single 

bullet, one must also accept that the Commission's ma.gica.l.q weaving missile 

so�how paused in mid-a� for approximate� one second after exitin� the 

President's throat before striking the Governor's back. 

Unfortunatezy for its case, pnysical laws are less impressed with 

the Commission's prestige than were the American press and public. These laws 

are not so nexible as to allow for such an incredible performance, either by 

399 or aizy" other missile. The Zapruder film proves conclusively that 

President Kennedy and Governor Connally were not hit by the same bullet; and, 

in the words of Norman Redlich, special assistant to the Commission's General 

Counsel, J. Lee Rankin, "To say they were hit by separate bullets is 

synoeymous with saying there were two assassins"•* 

* * * * * * * * 

*"Inquest: The Yfarren Connnission and the Establishment of Truth 11, pg. 43, 

Edrrard Jay Epstein; Viking Press. 
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III EXPERT TESTI:WNY • • • • 

The weight of evidence indicates, as the Commission concludes, 

that Governor Connally's wounds of the back, chest, and wrist were caused by 

a single bullet. Although the evidence fails to establish that his thigh 

'\� wound also resulted from the same missile, the Comm:i.ssion, being desperately 
�"\ 

short of a.mnnmition, is forced to elevate such a possibility to the level of 

established fact; and, as we have already seen, further insists that prior 

to inflicting the Governor's wounds this same bullet, 399, had emerged from 

President Kennedy 1 s throat after entering the back of his neck. 

The relevant question now before us, however, is not whether all 

this wounding of two m3n could have been accomplished by a single bullet; 

for the Zapruder film shows a double-hit was not possible, and by so doing, 

has demolished for all tim3 the Commission's. lone-assassin case. l�r is it 

our task to determine if agy single bullet could cause all of the Governor's 
-

wounds; but rather, to ascertain whether 399 did so, for it was allegedl;y 

on his stretcher that 399 was "found". 

Even a l�'s glance at the remarkably undistorted missile 

depicted as Commission EXhibit 399 reveals a serious Commission dilanma: 

How could this bullet have inflicted such damage - particularly, the 

shattering of Governor Connally's rib and wrist, leaving n'Ulll:!rous netal 

fragnents in its wake -- and yet emerge itself unscathed? That this should 

puzzle laymen is not surprising, for the experts themselves were incredu-

lous. 

Mr. Specter (Commission Counsel): • • could that missile have made 

the wound on Governor Connall.y' s right wrist? 



EXPERT TESTOONY cont. 7 

Commander Humes (chief autopsy surgeon, Bethesda Naval Hospital): 

I think that is ioost unlikely • • •  the report fr�m Parkland 

Hospital referring to the • • •  wound of the wrist (said) "small 

bits of metal were encountered at various levels throughout the 

wound • • •  " • • • this missile is basically intact • • • and 

I do not understand how it could possibly have left fragments • • • 

Dr. Humes again en;>hasizes the unlikelihood of 399 having left fragments when 

he is asked about the thigh wound: 

Mr-. Specter: • • • could (399) have been the one to lodge in Governor 

Connally IS thigh? 

Commander Humes : I think that extrenely unlikely. The reports • • • and 

x-ra.ys • • •  are described as showing metallic fragnents • • •  

which • • • apparently are still present in Governor Connally 1 s 

thigh. I can't conceive of where they came from this missile. 

Colonel Finck, a wound ballistics expert, agreed with his colleague: 

Mr. Specter: Could it ( 399) have been the bullet that infiicted the wound 

on Governor Connally 1 s right wrist? 

Colonel Finck: No; for the reason that there are too many fragments 

described in the wrist. 

FBI firearms expert Robert A. Frazier did little to support the Commission 

on this inportant point: 

:LU-. Eisenberg (Comm. Counsel): In your opinion, was there a:rr::1 weight loss? 

Mr. Frazier: There did not necessarily have to be a:rr::1 weight loss to the 



EXPERT TEST�ONY cont. 

bullet. There J1BY be a slieht around of lead missing from the 

base • • • and the bullet is slightJ,y flattened • • • 

l.b:-. Eisenberg: How material ·would you call the defacement? 

Mr. Frazier: It is har� · Yisibl� unless you look at the base of the bullet 

and notice it is not round. 

Dr. Paul Gregor-.r, who assisted in Governor ConnalJ,y 1 s surgery at 

Parkland Hospital, was a little nDre helpful, but not much. 

Ml-. Specter: 'What opinion, if any, do you have as to whether that bullet 

(399) could have produced the wound on the Governor's right wrist 

and remained as intact as it is at the present time? 

Dr. Gregory : The only deformity (other than a small piece remved by the 

FBI for an�sis) • • • is at the base • • • where it joined the 

cartridge • • •  The Only vray this missile could have produced this 

wound is to have entered the wrist backward. 

Dr. Gregory explains that a tunbling bullet could enter the wrist backward, 

but 11 • • • that is the onl.y possible explanation I could offer to correlate 

this missile with this particular wound." 

Even with this strict qualification, Dr. Qregory 1 s offering of a 

backward entry seem incapable of solving the Commission 1 s problem. A 

jacketed bullet striking solid bone in a backward position, with its lead core 

exposed, would cert� be at least as vulnerable to mutilation as one 

entering normally. 

Dr. Shaw, who operated on the Governor Is chest, also was stunped 

by the pristine appearance of 399: 



Dr. Shaw: 

EXPERT TESTDI)NI cont. 9 

• • • It is a matter of whether the wrist wound could be caused 

by the same bullet, and we felt �hat it could but we had not 

seen the bullets until today ·

• • • • • • I would have to sa;y 

that this bullet has lost liter� none of its substance. 

(Mr. Specter then asks !It'. Shaw to accept a nwd:>er of assWiptions, clearly 

designed to elicit his support for the Commission's double-hit theory with 

399 as the cause; and for its sole culpability in the wounding of the 

Governor. Dr. Shaw's exasperation can be sensed from his reply) 1 

Dr. Shaw: All right. As far �s the wounds of the (Governor 1 s) chest are 

concerned, I feel this bullet could have inflicted those wounds. 

But the examination of the wrist both by x-ra;y and at the time of 

surg6� showed some fragments that make it difficult to believe 

that the same missile could have caused these two wounds. There 

seems to be mre than three grains of n:etal nd.ssing as far as 

the - I mean in the wrist. 

Dr. Shaw's troublesome persistence brings a nvsti.:f'ying response from Specter: 

:r:.r. Specter: Your answer there, though, depends upon the assUll'ption that 

the bullet • • •  (399) is the bullet which did the damage to the 

Governor. Aside from whether or not that is the bullet • • •  

Could� bullet traveling in the path which I have described in 

the prior hypothetical question, have inflicted all of the wounds 

on the Governor? 

Precisely what bullet does Mr. Specter have in mind if not 399? At no point 
- -

does the Commission claim some other as yet unidentified bullet inflicted 

these wounds. Is it possible that the Conmdssion 1 s magically weaving stop-

start missile, after achieving the Conmd.ssion-dictated double hit, performed 

�\''� 



10 EXPERT TESTIWNY cont. 

the additional feat of rendering itself invisible? If so, then where did 399 

cone from? But no, Specter soon makes it clear that his abando:rlm!nt. of 399 

is a strictly temporary device, designed to enable Ir. Shaw in good 

conscience to give ''Yes" answers to questions he otherwise would answer "no". 

After extracting two ''Yeses 11 in this manner, Specter renews the pressure to 

legitimatize 399: 

lJr. Specter: What is your opinion as to whether bullet 399 could have 

inflicted all of the wounds on the Governor • • • ? 

but Dr. Shaw still resists; 

Dr. Shaw: I feel that there would be some difficulty in explaining all of 

the wounds as being inflicted by bullet Elchibit 399 without 

causing rore in the way of loss of substance to the bullet or 

deformation of.the bullet • 

• • • A hard man, Dr. Shaw. Immediately thereafter, there appears in the 

testi.moey the following ubiquitous phrase; one 'Which those familiar with the 

twenty-six volumes of hearings and exhibits have come to expect repeatedly, 

at m:nnents of Commission discomfiture: "off the record 11• 

* * * * * * * * 



IV • • • AND Dm:XPERT TESTS 

11 

Dr. Alfred G. Olivier is employed by the Department of the Arll\Y' at· 

Edgewood Arsenal, 111., as "a-tier of the Wound Ballistics Branch". He des-

cribes his work as "investigating the wound ballistics of various bullets and 

other military missiles". In this capacity, he was "in charge of a series of 

tests performed to determine certain wound ballistics on circumstances 

analagous to the under1ying facts of wounds inflicted upon President Kennedy 

and Governor Connal.J.y on Noveni>er 22, 196311• In the course of these tests he 

used the Mannlicher-Carcano rifle and the same type or ammunition alleged.ly 

used by Lee Harvey Oswald to shoot President Kennedy and Governor Connal.J.y. 

It frequentlY happens that in tests conducted to confirm or refute 

pnysical hypotheses, it is not possible to duplicate preciselY the original 

conditions. It is axiomatic, however, that before such tests can be given 

serious notice, every effort will have been made to duplicate these condi

tions insofar as it is possible. Did Dr. Olivier's tests meet this basic 

requirement? The answer is unequivocal and negative: from his own description 

of his procedures, they failed utterly to do so. 

Dr. Olivier explained to the Comm::ission that in the conduct of his 

tests he used gelatin blocks (to simulate muscle tissue) as well as animal 

and human cadaver parts. Bullets from the Mannlicher-Carcano rifle were 

fired into these substances, ostensiblY to conpare the resulting wounds with 

those of President Kermedy and Governor ConnallY; as well as to compare the 

effects on the respective bullets. To simulate the President's neck, 

gelatin blocks and boxed horsemeat and goatmeat of the appropriate thiclmess 

(13l-14t em.) were used. In simulating the wounds of Governor Cormal.J.y a 

goat was utilized for the back and chest wounds, and the forearm of a human 

cadaver for the wrist wound. But these test targets were not arranged so 
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that a single bullet could be fired through all of them at once, as was 

allegedly the case with 399 and the human targets of Novenber 22. Nor, even, 

was arr:r attempt made to sinrulate all of the Governor's wounds by firing a 

single bullet through both the body target (the goat) and the cadaver wrist. 

(Apparently no attempt was made to sinrulate the Governor's thigh wound.) 

It is obviously well within the range of rr. Olivier's abilities 

and the technical means at his disposal to have arranged the target sub-

stances in the appropriate manner. The Commission's failure to insist on 

such a procedure does little to inspire confidence in the validity of the 

experiments. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note the reported results. 

Ir. Olivier is asked to compare a bullet (C.E. 853), fired 

through the goat, with 399; an erroneous cornparison, since 399 has had 

imputed to it a far heavier assignment. Even so, the comparison is not 

favorable to the Commission: 

Dr. Olivier: The bullet (goat-test bullet #853) has been quite flattened • • • 

the bullet (399) recovered from the stretcher has not been flattened 

as much • • •  our particular bullet (#853) is flattened the whole 

length • • •  

Dr. Olivier further informs the Commission that "the a.I�Dunt of goat tissue 

it (#853) traversed was probably somewhat less than the Governor • • •  " 

Dr. Olivier was also asked to compare another test bullet (#856) 

with 399. In this case the test bullet had been fired through the forearm 

of a cadaver; again, performing only one of the nrultiple tasks allegedly 

executed by 399. Even so, the difference in the appearance of 856 and 399 

is striking, as the former is grossly deformed. In response to Ml-. 

Specter's request that he describe the wrist-test bullet, tr. Olivier 
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11• • • the nose of the bullet is quite fiattened from striking the 

radius". 

Mt-. Specter: How does it compare, for exanple, with Cbmmission Elchibit .399? 

Ill:-. Olivier: It is not like it at all. I nean Cbmrnission Exhibit .399 is not 

fiattened on the end. This one (856) is verz severell fiattened on 

the end. 

But, as ,,.e have already seen, Mr. Specter iS not a man easily discouraged.· 

Undismayed by this JOOst unsatisfactory con;>arison, he presses on • • •  

Mr. Specter: lh you have an opinion as to whether, in fact, bullet #399 did 

• • • 

cause the wound on the Governor 1 s wrist, assuming if you will that 

it was the missile found on the Governor 1 s stretcher at Parkland 

Hospital? 

and succeeds; 

Dr. Olivier: l believe that it was. That is � feeling. 

We cannot know what Dr. Olivier 1 s "feeling 11 might have been had 

Mr. Specter not appended the rather restrictive qualification to his question. 

Phrased as it was, Dr. Olivier could have answered in no other way without 

immediately raising serious doubts as to the legitirnaC,Y of 399. 

Since the Cbmrnission was apparently unperturbed by Dr. Olivier's 

grossly inaccurate reconstruction of its own double-hit hypothesis, we 

should not wonder at its lack of curiosity as to '� a goat was used for 

Governor Connally 1 s body wounds when human cadavers were available#' Nor 

should it surprise us that only these two test bullets -#E53 and #856-

*A month earlier, in response to a question from Specter with respect to the 
double-�it hypothesis, Cblonel Finck had replied-, 11 • •  .-we would need 
experinents and similar circwnstances with the same type of amrmmition at the 
sane distance thrOUgh two human cadavers, which I did not do". 
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are presented in evidence, although Dr. Olivier 1 s testimoey makes clear 

that other test bullets of the sane type were also used. Under the 

circumstances, the suspicion is justified that other test bullets would have 

been presented had the.y lent credence to the Commission's case. 

The tests as conducted are total� worthless as support for the 

Commission's theories. Nor do they help unravel the �stery of the rela

tivelY undistorted condition of 399, and its role in the assassination. On 

the contrary, to the extent that the tests show an;ything, they tend to prove 

not only that 399 did not achieve a double hit, but that it was not even 

involved in the wounding of Governor ConnalJ.y. The likelihood of its having 

been involved in the wounding of President Kennedy will be considered later. 

* * * * * * * * 



Commission Exhibit 399 

This is the bullet which the Warren Commission 
insists pierced President Kennedy's neck; then 
pierced Governor Connal�'s chest from back to 
front, fracturing his rib; then pierced his 
right wrist, shattering the bones; then pene
trated his left thigh. The Commission further 
insists that this bullet left the numerous 
metal fragments found in the Governor 1 s body. 

Commission Exhibit 856 

This is a bullet (of the same type as 399) , which 
was test fired for the Commission through the 
wrist of a human cadaver. 

15 
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V WHICH STRETCHER? 

The ·warren Commission says that a "nearly whole 11 bullet (399), 

which had fallen from a wound in Governor Connally's leg, was found on his 

stretcher in a corridor at Parkland Hospital by senior engineer Darrell C. 

Tomlinson. We shall present)..y examine the evidence on which the Commission 

bases its premise; but first we will turn our attention to the stretchers 

themselves. 

Shortly after Governor Connal]..y was transferred from his 

stretcher to an operating table, the stretcher was pushed onto an elevator 

by an orderly. Sornetine thereafter, Tomlinson removed an empty stretcher 

from the same elevator, and placed it in a corridor on the ground floor --

next to another stretcher which was already there. The Commission concludes 

that it was Governor Connal1y's stretcher that Tomlinson removed from the 

elevator; and that the stretcher alreagy in the corridor at the time was un

connected with either victim. 

The evidence, albeit circumstantial, appears to adequately 

support the Commission's conclusion that neither of the two stretChers could 

have been President Kennedy's. Tomlinson testifies that on Noveni:>er 22, he 

went to the elevator at approximately 1:00 P.M., found an empty stretcher 

there, and moved it into the corridor next to the second stretCher. But at 

1:00 P.1i., President Kenned;y's bogy vms still 1ying on his stretcher in 

another room of the emergency area. He was not lifted off it into a coffin 

until sometime after 1:40 P.M. Therefore, if Tomlinson is anywhere near 

�\%'
� correct as to the 1:00 P.M. time he gives, neither the stretcher he removed 

from the elevator nor the one he found in the corridor could possibly be 

President Kenneqy's. Furthermore, unlike either the corridor or the 

elevator stretcher, President Kennedy's had been stripped of all sheets and 
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paraphernalia after he was lifted .from it, leaving only a rubber mattress; 

after which it was pushed into a nearby enq:>ty room. There is no indication 

that it was moved .from there anytime thereafter -- near the elevator or 

elsewhere. 

To believe, then, that either of the two stretchers of which To� 

linson speaks could have been President Kenneey 1 s, one DDJSt believe the 

following: 

that some unknown person replaced sheets on the President's stretcher after 

the.y had been removed; that some unknown person then wheeled it onto the 

elevator or into the corridor; that this was done prior to Tomlinson's 

initial arrival at the elevator; and therefore, that Senior Engineer 

Tomlinson was in error by at least forty minutes in giving the 1:00 P.M. 

time for his arrival there.* 

On the other hand, the Conmdssion's conclusion that the elevator 

stretcher taken off by Tomlinson was indeed Governor Connally's is not 
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adequately supported. While it is quite clear that the Governor's stretcher 
to\',

� 

�placed on the elevator, and that Tomlinson sometime thereafter did 

remove a stretcher from the elevator, there is no evidence that during the 

interval Governor Connally's stretcher was not taken off by someone else; 

which would then indicate that the stretcher subsequently removed by 

Tomlinson was an entirely different one, also unconnected with either 

victim. What emerges then is the following: 

1. Tomlinson 11found11 a bullet on one of two stretchers in 

the corridor, near the elevator • 

2. It is most unlikely that either of these stretchers had 

been used by President Kenneey (the Commission itself 

*Unfortunately (and unlike numerous other hospital personnel), no written 
statement by Tomlinson appears in evidence detailing his activities that 
day. Such a statement could have served to substantiate his recollection 
of the time • 
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excludes the possibility). 

3· It is possible that either of them could have been used 

by Governor Connally (the Commission concludes that the 

elevator stretcher!!! the Governor's). 

It is time now to turn· our attention to the "finding" ot 

bullet 399. 

* * * * * * * * 
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As is frequently the case, when dealing with matters vitally 

effecting its conclusions, the Commission is vague and somewhat contradictory 

in referring to the "finding" of bullet )99. It is variously described as 

having been " • • • fo'Wld .2!:! Governor Connally • s stretcher 11; as having 

11 • • •  rolled out • • • after one of the stretchers (was bW1;)ed) against 

the wall • • • 11; and as having " • • • rolled off the stretcher used by 

Governor Connally 11• Tomlinson himself sqs 1 

Mr. Tomlinson: I pushed it (a stretcher) back against the wall. 

Mr. Specter: What, if' arzything, happened then? 

Mr. Tomlinson: I bwrped the wall and a spent cartridge or bullet rolled out 

that apparentJ.y had been lodged 'Wlder the edge of the mat. 

Later, he adds : 

• • •  I made several trips before I discovered it on the end there. 

Despite his rather ambiguous references, Tomlinson seems to be indicating 

that he first saw the bullet on the stretcher immediately after bun;>ing it 

against the wall; and he assumes it had rolled onto the stretcher from 'Wlder 

the mat folded at one end. A simple question or two by Specter couJd have 

clarified at least this point, but they were not asked. (Tomlinson explains 

that the two stretchers had been about two feet from the corridor wall, near 

the door to the men's rodm. An "intern or doctor" JOOVed a stretcher awa:y 

from the wall "to get in 11 to the men 1 s room, and when he failed to replace 

it on leaving, Tomlinson pushed it against the wall and 11 • • • a bullet 

rolled out • • •  11) 

Furthernore, the Cotmnission' s conclusion that Tomlinson "fo'Wld 11 
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the bullet on Governor ConnalJ.y' s stretcher is not onl;r unsupported by arv

thing Tomlinson said, but is contrary to his repeatedlY stated view that he 

believes it was the corridor stretcher which he pushed against the wall, 

just before he "discovered" the bullet on it. But since it has been shown 

(as the Commission definite�y concludes) that the corridor stretcher was 

most probably unconnected with either victim, there would be no legitinate 

wa.y an assassination bullet could have come from it. 

To avoid this ominous pitfall, Specter subjects Tomlinson to 

relentless pressure in order to change his belief that it was the corridor 

stretcher he bumped against the wall . But despite the badgering b,y Specter 

(and previous questioning by the FBI and Secret Service), Tomlinson makes it. 

abundantly clear that he continues to believe it was the corridor stretcher, 

and not the one he took off the elevator, that he bumped against the wall., 

and from which he retrieved the bullet; although he is not sure to the point 

of being willing to take an oath to that effect. 

It is equally clear, however, that Mt-. Specter is unwilling - if 

he can help it - to leave on the record Tomlinson's belief that the bullet 

was found on a stretcher which the Commission SB\Y'S was unconnected with the 

assassination. He continues to press Tomlinsona 

Mr. Specter: ·when I first started to ask you about this, Mr. Tomlinson, you 

initially identified stretcher A (the one Tomlinson believes the 

bullet did not come from) as the one which came off the elevator 

car? 

Mr. Tomlinson: Yes; I think it's just like that. 

Mr. Specter: And, then, when-

At this point, Mr. Specter succeeds, if not in getting Tomlinson to abandon 

• 
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ToKUK80K ExBUIT No. 2 

'lhe above sketch was made by Darrell c. Toml:inson to illus
trate the hospital corridor and stretcher arrangement. 

lhe sketch below is o£ the same area, and is presented £or 
greater clarity. It is not a Colmllission exhibit, and is 
not drawn to scale. 
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his belief, at least in getting his goat. 

Mr. Tomlinson: (interrupting) Here's the deal - I rolled that thing off, 

• • •  got a call, and went to the second floor, picked the man up 

and brought him down. He went • • • and picked up two pints of 

• • •  blood. • • •  (then) we took off for the second floor and I 

cane back to the ground. Ngw I don't know how maw people hit 

them - I don't know about what could have happened to them in 

between the time I was gone, and I made several trips before I dis

covered the bullet on the end of it there. 

Tomlinson's �lication that something "could have happened" to the stretchers 

While he was gone, shortly before he discovered the bullet, suggests two 

possibilities. The first is innocent enough; that someone, on his way 

through the corridor or into the men's room, � have moved the stretchers 

around during Tomlinson's absence, thus confusing him as to Whether the 

stretcher on Which he "found 11 the bullet was or was not the same one he dis-

covered in the corridor. But the second possibility is anything but 

innocent; that in his absence someone � have placed the bullet on the 

stretcher. 

Obviously, the second alternative imrrediately raises the dark cloud 

of conspiracy; and, if nothing else, the printed record of the Commission's 

work is historical proof that at no time did it make a serious attempt to 

explore sinister alternatives to its O�T.ald-the-lone-assassin theory. An 

adequate investigation would have made every effort. to determine who the 

"intern or doctor" was Who pushE!d the stretcher as he entered the nen's room; 

as well as to locate and question all other persons who � have had access 

to them, in the corridor or elsewhere. But by no stretch of the im:Lgination 

can the Warren Commission's efforts be factually described as an adequate 

investigation; and no such individuals were called. 
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Possibly, the irmocent alternative may have emerged as the correct 

one, had such an effort been made. But possibly not. Perhaps :further 

investigation would render mre suspect the background of' bullet 399. If' one 

is determined not to draw sinister conclusions regardless of the facts, best 

not to tread on hazardous ground. At aey rate, Mr. Specter takes no notice 

of' either possibility implicit in Tomlinson's provocative remark. Instead 

of' a relevant response, he chooses to ignore the implications, and continues 

to harass Tomlinson: 

Ml-. Specter: You think, then • • •  that this could have been either, you 

took out of' the elevator • • •  or you just can't be sure? 

"Mr:-. Tomlinson: It could be, but I can't be positive or positively sure -

I think it was A (the stretcher which he believes did not contain 

the bullet), but I'm not sure. 

Mr. Specter: Now, before I started to ask you questions, which have been taken 

down here, I told you • • • that the Secret Service man wrote a 

report where he said that the bullet was found on the stretcher 

which you took off' of' the elevator. 

Mr. Tomlinson: Yes; you told me that. 

• • • 

Mr. Specter : And there was a lot of' confusion that da;y, which is what you 

told me before? 

Mr. Tomlinson: Absolutely. And now, honestl;y, I don 1 t remeni>er telling him 

def'init.el;y - I know we talked about it, and I told him that it 

could have been·. Now, he might have drawed his cnm conclusion on 

that. 

• • • 
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tJr. Specter: You just don't renenber for sure wh_ether you told him you 

thou�t it was A or not? 

Mr. Tomlinson: No, s:ir; I reaDy don't reneni>er. I'm not accustoned to 

being questioned by the Secret Service and the FBI and by you and 

they are writing down evei-ything, I man. 11 

Tomlinson's exasperated protest brings a solicitous reply from Specter: 

Mr. Specter: That's all right. I l.Ulderstand exactly what you're saying • • •  

and I really just want to get your best recollection • • • and I 

appreciate that, and so does the President's Conmdssion, and that 

is all we can ask a man. 

Mr. Tomlinson: Yes, I'm going to tell you all I can, and I'm not going to 

tell you sonething I can't lay down and sleep at night with 

either. 

* * * * * * * * 
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The murkiness or the stretcher-of-origin question makes it possible 

to sympathize with CoJI'D'IIission mni>er Allen Dulles in the perplexity he dis-

pl�s, during Dr. Humes 1 testiloony on March 16, 1964. 

Mr. Dulles: Could I ask a question about the missile, I am a little bit -

the bullet. I am a little bit -- confused. It was found on the 

stretcher. Di.d the President 1 s bod;r remain on the stretcher while 

he was in the hospital? • • • otherwise it seems to me the bullet 

would have to have be�n ejected from the body' before he was taken 

or put on the bed in the hospital. 

Note that four months after the assassination, and therefore four months after 

the autop§Y report ostensib1r revealed that the bullet which struck President 

Kennedy in the back had exited from his throat, lir. Dulles is still under a 

different i.npression; that the bullet did not exit from the President 1 s throat 

at all, but had fallen from his body back through its own entrance wound, onto 

his stretcher. 

At least the idea that a bullet was found on the President's 

stretcher is in line with ear� press reports that mentioned a stretcher 

bullet; but it is apparent that no one has informed Mt-. Dulles of the 

Commission 1 s yet-to-be adopted double-hit theory, which made it mandatory that 

the bullet that entered President Kennedy 1 s back not cone to rest in his 

�; for in order to account for the wounding of Governor Connally, it had 

much work remaining to do. 

'While Mr. Dulles 1 belief 1ihat 399 was found on the President 1 s 

stretcher � have seemed plausible in relation to the earlier hypothesis 

that it had fallen fromh!! body, it obvious� was no longer tenable if 399 

was now to exit from the President 1 s throat, and go on to 1r0und Governor 
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Connally. It is clear that if a "double-hit 11 bullet was to be legitimately 

found on � stretcher, it could only be Governor Connally's. 

Furthermore, by this time ME-. Specter nrust have been aware that 

while it was entirely possible that one of the stretchers in the corridor 

where 399 was "found" had been used by Governor Connally, it was also high],y 

�robable that either had been used by President Kennedy. Therefore, once 

again, the only' stretcher such a bullet could have come from legitimately 

was the Governor's. 

Mr. Specter then proceeds to bring Mr. Dulles up to date on the 

impending version of where bullet 399 'vas "found". 

Mr. Specter: There has been other evidence, Mr. Dulles. If I may say at 

this point, we shall produce later, subject to sequential proof, 

evidence that the stretcher on which this bullet was found was the 

stretcher of Governor Connally. We have a sequence of events on 

the transmission of that stretcher which ties down reasonably 

closely, so that on the night of the autop;r itself, as the informa

tion I have been developing indicates, the thoug!lt preliminarily was 

that was from President kenneqy's stretcher, and that is what led to 

the hypothesis which we have been exploring about, but which has 

since been rejected. But at a.zv rate the evidence will shovr that it 

was from Governor Connally's stretcher that the bullet was found. 

The reader can judge for himelf whether the subsequent testi.roony of Tomlin

son, which we have already examined, justifies Specter's prediction that 

" • • • the evidence will show that it was from Governor Connally 1 s stretcher 

that the bullet was found'�. What is not open to question, however, is the 

fact that Mr. Specter made this prediction four days before taking testilroqy 

from Tomlinson (March 16 v. March 20, 1964) • 
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Since no other witness testifies to seeing bullet 399 prior to its 

"discovery" by Tomlinson, and since no l'lritten statenent from Tomlinson 

appears in evidence, it is difficult to understand how Specter could be so 

sure of 'What 11 
• • • the evidence will show • • • 

11 
• 

That Specter could come to such a conclusion at that time is fur-

ther evidence that no illegitimate possibilities were considered in connec-

tion wit� the sudden and nusterious appearance of 399. Elccluding such 

possibilities, therefore, and assuming the bullet cane from one of two 
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stretchers; one of which may have been Governor Conna.lly' s, and the other un-

connected with the assassination, it is easy to see what the conclusion had 

to be. And if' the circumstances· surrounding the discovery of the bullet -

as described by the man who "found 11 it - contradicted the pre-selected con-

elusion, then the description, and not the conclusion, must be deemed incorrect. 

But even after Specter 1 s lengthy "explanation", Dulles, small wonder, 

is still not clear on the bullet/stretcher matter: 

Mr. Dulles: So this bullet is still missing? 

(Since earlier testimony had given no indication that bullet 399 was lost, Mr. 

Dulles' query suggests that off-the-record conversations had taken place 

previouslY on this matter.) 

Mt-. Specter : That is a subject of some theories I am about to get into. 

That is an elusive subject • • • 

As to this conclusion, at least, it would be difficult to argue with J.!t-. 

Specter. 

* * * * * * * * 
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VIII. SUPFORTING DOCUMENTS? 

There are in evidence three doCUII'ents which relate to the "stretcher 

bullet 11, subsequently identified as Commission Elchibit 399. 

The first is a note from Secret Service Special Agent Richard E. 

Johnsen (Commission Elchibit 1024) dated Noveni>er 22, 1963, 7:30 P.M., 

covering his transmittal of the bullet, and addressed presumably to his 

superior (no addressee appears on the note as reproduced and it appears to 

have been cropped immediately above the first line). The note reads as 

follows a 

The attached expended bullet was received b,y me about 

5 min., prior to Mrs. Kennedy's departure from the hospital. 

It was found on one of the stretchers located in the emer-

genc,y ward of the hospital. Also on this same stretcher 

was rubber gloves, a stethescope and other .. doctor 1 s para-

phernalia. It could not be determined who had used this 

stretcher or if President Kennedy had occupied it. No 

further information was obtained. 

Name of person fromwho I received this bullet: 

Mr. 0. P. Wright 
Personnel Director of Securit.y 
Dallas County Hospital District 

Richard E. Johnsen 
SpeciCI:l Agent 
7:30 n.m. 
Nov. 22, 1963 

The reference to ���ber gloves, stethescope, and other doctors' 

paraphernalia 11 indicates that the stretcher to which Johnsen refers is the 

• 
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same one Tomlinson identified as the original corridor stretcher (the one 

which the Commission concludes was unconnected with the assassination), and 

not the elevator stretcher, which it concludes was Governor Connal..ly1s. 

(Tomlinson describes the stretcher he found on the elevator as having 

"sheets on it and had a white covering on the pad2" and that he " • • •  

don't believe there was anything else) on that one • • • ". On the other 

"o�').O.. hand, he describes the original corridor stretcher as having "one or two" 

bloody sheets " • • •  rolled up on the east end of it and there were a few 

itJ\\'t)\ 
surgical instruments on the opposite end and a sterile pack or so". } 

The second document (also included in Commission Elchibit 1024) is 

a memrandum from Agent Johnsen to Secret Service atief James J. Rowley, 

dated November 30, 1963. The pertinent portion of this mem repeats 

essenti.ally the same information given in his earlier transmittal note, but 

explicitly reveals that hospital security director, O.P. 'Wright told Johnsen 

that he himself had seen the various medical articles on the same stretcher 

on which the bullet was "found". 

11 • • • The only information I was able to get from him (Wright) 

prior to the departure of Mr-s. Kennedy and the casket was that the bullet had 

been found on a stretcher which President Kennedy may have been placed on. · 

He also stated that he found rubber gloves, a stethescope, and other doctors' 

\'\� paraphernalia on this same stretcher • • •  " 
�'' 

Both the above documents, by furnishing corroboration for 

Tomlinson's belief that the bullet came from the stretcher that held bloody 

sheets and medical instruments, strengthen the possibility that by so doing, 

it came from a stretcher that had nothing to do with either victim. \Yhy l4r. 

Specter did not refer to these during Tomlinson 1 s testimo:n;y, or use them to 

test the accurac,y of his recollection, can onlY be surmdsed. 

• 
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••ll!.Dvta, D. c., • •:rre�l' 22,. lKJ. 

On .:.&o!o 24, UW, JIMO -14J0 Cll.lof, �l.tld 8\ltoo 
lec:n� III'Y1Ce, .. ab! .. .,'Jt.CI.'I, D. C., ...... ���� &n.:ll!t. Cl, a .. u1e 
II&.Uot, "J ,,.ctol A�at II.Mc Loo 2..-..d. aowlor ad7loo4 lao eoo&l.t 

aot ldoaUfr tlli.O ballot •• tlao ..... M nco:..,... en. lpocl.al •.
IUchlrd •· JDbuoa oDd ,." to 8poclol 11 9eat �o61 oa ,_., 22, . 
lHl. 

ca Juao 24, 19M, 8poctol A,.at. llMr r..o -:oM, Woa!olaftoa, 
D, c., Ldoot1flo4 Cl, 1 dUo lo111let., •• bola9 thl ••• oao ll.o ncol.,... 
fna J••• a .... lo,, ChLof, aalut ltot•• ••cnt ••,.,lee, .. ololaftoa, . 
D, c., oa '""-" 22, lt6J, TloL• ldaatLUcoUoa we •de f..,. Jal
tLolo ul:!t'l« tlaon"" "r lr-cul A,..t Todd at tll.o l'odonl lonao el 
la"•Uptloa Wbont.oi:J - -I.J*. 

COMMISSION EXHIBI_T No. 2011-Continued 
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The third docunent ( Colllllission Exhibit 2011) is an unsigned letter . 

on FBI letterhead, dated JuJy 7, 1964, Ie.llas, Texas. It's ostensible purpose 

is explained in its opening paragraph: 

RE' Lee Harvey Oswald 

By letter dated May 20, 1964, the President 1 s Commission re-

quested the tracing of various items of pnysical evidence. 

Pursuant to this request, the foil.QWing information is 

submitted • • •  

(the letter then purports to trace various items; bullets, bullet fragments, 

shells, clothing, hair, etc. The section relating to ''bullet Cl" -which is 

the FBI's designation for the missile the Colllllission later calls C.E. 399 -

is reproduced below;(underlines added): 

On June 12, 1964, Darrell c. Tomlinson, Maintenance En;>loyee, 

Parkland Hospital, Dallas, Texas was shown Exhibit Cl, a rifle slug, 

by Special Agent Bardwell D. Odum, Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

Tomlinson stated it appears to be the same one·he found on a hospital 

carriage at Parkland Hospital on November 22, 1963, but he cannot 

positivelY ident� the bullet as the one he found and showed to 

�. o. P. Wright. At the time he found the bullet, the hospital 

carriage was located in the En:ergency Unit on the ground floor of 

the hospital.. 

On June 12, 1964, 0. P. Wright, Personnel Officer, Parkland 

Hospital, Dallas, Texas, advised Special Agent Bardwell D. Odum 

that Exhibit Cl, a rifle slug, shown him at the tine of the 

interview, looks like the slug found at Parkland Hospital on 

Noveni>er 22, 1963, which he gave to Richard Johnsen, Special Agent 

of the Secret Service. He stated he was not present at the time 

.. 

• 
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the bullet was fotind, but on the afternoon of November 22, 1963, 

as he entered the Emergensr Unit on the ground floor of the 

hospital, Mr. Tomlinson, an errployee called to him and po:inted out 

a bullet, which was on a hospital carriage at that location. He 

estimated the time as being within an hour of the time President 

Kennedy and Governor Conally were brought to the hospital. !!! 

advised he could not positively identify · Cl. as be:ing the same bullet 

which was found on Novenber 22, 1963. 

On June 24, 1964, Sp�cial Agent Richard E. Johnsen, United States 

Secret Service, 17ash:ington, D. c., was shown Exhibit Cl, a rifle 

bullet, by Special Agent Elmer Lee Todd, Federal Bureau of 

Investigation. Johnsen advised he could not ident� this bullet 

as the one he obta:ined !rom 0. P. Wright, Parkland Hospital, Dallas, 

Texas, and gave to James Rowley, Chief, United States Secret 

Service, V/ash:ington, D.C. , on November 22, 196 3 • 

On June 24, 1964, James Rowley, Qlief, United States Secret Service, 

Wash:ington, D. c., was shown Elchibit Cl, a rifle bullet, by 

§pecial Agent Elmer Lee Todd. Rowley advised he could not identifY 

this bullet as the one he received from Special Agent Richard E. 

Johnsen and gaVe to Special Agent Todd on November 22, 1963. 

On June 24, 1964, Special Agent Elmer Lee Todd, Washington, D. c., 

identified Cl, a rifle bullet, as being the same one he received 

from James Rowley, Chief, United States Secret SerVice, Washing

ton, D. c., on Noveni>er 22, 1963. This identification was made 

from initials rrarked thereon by 5pecial Agent Todd at the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation Laborator,y upon receipt. 
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It is often the case that Commission exhibits raise as maqy 

questions as they answer. These three documents are such exhibits. 

During Tomlinson 1 s testimony, when Specter informed him that a 

Secret Service report said the bullet had been found on a stretcher which To� 

linson had removed from the elevator, Tomlinson replied that the agent 

" • • • might have drawed his ovm conclusion on that". Tomlinson says that 

he was interviewed by the Secret Service 11 
• • • the first part of Decenber 

(1963)11• Yihere is this alleged report? Clearly, it could not be either of 

the two Johnsen documents; not Only do they both bear November dates, but 

neither of them u.entions an elevator stretcher, nor any personal interview 

between the Secret Service and Tomlinson. Furthermore, Specter does not 

indicate its date, does not name the secret service agent who made it, does 

not show it to Tomlinson, and nowhere does it appear in evidence. 

The FBI letter has its own quota of strange aspects. Its reference 

to the Commission's request for tracing dated May 20, 1964, indicates that 

until six months after the assassination the Commission did not even request 

a trace or the srsterious 399; despite the obviously suspicious implications 

raised many weeks (and even months) earlier by the relevant testimoey of a.I\Y 

of the Drs. Humes, Finck, Olivier, Shaw, or Gregorz; or FBI firearms expert 

Frazier. 

Also, of the four individuals listed who sup�osedly handled 11Cl." 

(bullet 399) from the time of its discovery b,y Tomlinson to its receipt b.Y 

the FBI in Washington, none was able to identify it. And, as with the Secret 

Service documents, there is a problem of dates; for Tomlinson states that he 

was interviewed b,y an FBI agent during " • • • the latter part or Noveni>er 

(1963) 11, and that " • • •  he asked me about the stretcher • • •  the same 

thing we1ve gone over here". This clearl.y is not the same interview 

• 

• 
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ref' erred to in the FBI letter aa having taken place "On J'\D'le 12, 1964". An 

FBI report of' an interview with Tomlinson in November, 1963, would indicate 

a time when his recollection of' his activities at Parkland Hospital would be 

fresher, by mre than six mnths, than during the J'\D'le 12th, 1964 interview. 

Yet, no such Novenber report is presented in evidence. Nor is Agent Odum's 

report of' the J'\D'le 12th interview presented; reference to it being made only 

in the FBI letter to the Commission. 

If' these omitted documents supported the Conmd.ssion' s version of' 

3991s origin, and contained no information further clouding its authenticity, 

why were they not presented? 

l'lhy did Mr. Specter not ask f'or a more specific description from 

Tomlinson of' precisel.y where he "f'o'\D'ld" the bullet? 

'Why wasn •t Tomlinson asked what he did with it after "finding" it? 

(Since Tomlinson's testimony was taken on March 20, 1964, Specter would have 

to have been again engaging in clairvoyance to lmow that the FBI letter, 

dated July 7, 1964, would''reveal11 that a.rter discovering the bullet, Tomlinson 

called o. P. Wright and "pointed out a bullet which was on a hospital 

carriage at that location"). 

Why was personnel Director, 0. P. Wright not even called to testify, 

although it was from him that Secret Service Agent Johnsen says, in his two 

reports, that he received the bullet; and to him that the FBI letter says 

Tomlinson gave it? 

By failing to call Mr. Wright, the Commission also avoided an 

opportunity to ask him about a startling lapse; that nowhere in the entire 

course of' his four-page, single-spaced, typewritten report to Hospital 

Administrator, C. J. Price (dated Dec. 4, 1963, and whose subject is listed 
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identif.y 399 as bullet he handled.) 

3· Richard E. Johnsen, Special Agent, u. s. Secret Service: 

Received ·bullet f'rom 0. P. Wright at Parkland shortly before 

2 :oo p.m., Noveni>er 22, 1963. Transmitted to James Rowley 

same day. 

(Johnsen not called to testif.y. Unable to identify 399 as 

bullet he received f'rom VlrightJ 

4. James J. Rowley, Chief', U. S. Secret Service: 

Received bullet f'rom Johnsen on November 22, 1963. Gave it 

to FBI Special Agent Todd same day. 

(Rowley testifies July 7, 1964, but is not asked aeything about 

the bullet. No written statement f'rom him concerning his posses-

sion of' it. On June 24, 1964, he was unable to identif.y 399 as 

the bullet received from Johnsen.) 

5. Elner Lee Todd, Special Agent, FBI: 

Received bullet f'rom Rowley in Washington, D. c., Noveni:>er 22, 

1963. Upon receipt, Todd marked bullet with his initials at 

FBI Investigation Laboratory. Gave it to Robert A. Frazier sa.De 

day. 

(notes on Todd follow his second entry-- 11. -below) 

6. Robert A. Frazier, Firearms Identification ]l,cpert, FBI: 

Received bullet f'rom Todd in FBI laboratory, Washington, D. C., 

Novel!Der 22, 1963. Frazier put his initials on it. 

(inf'o�ation regarding Frazier's relations to 399 given later) 

7. John F. Gallag!ler, spectrographer, Special Agent, FBI: 

Made spectrographic examination of' bullet, (date not given, 
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but apparently prior to March 31, 1966) 
(No written statement from Gallagher appears in evidence. He 

was not called to testi.fy until Septeni>er 15, 1964, less than 

two weeks prior to pUblication of the Warren Commission 

Report. His entire seven-page test:im:>ey is taken up with a dis-

cuss ion of "neutron activation analysis 11, as it pertains to a 

determination of whether or not an individual has fired a 

weapon.* Counsel Norman Redlich failed to ask Gallagher a 

single question regarding his spectrographic examination of 

bullet 399 • ) 
(more information relating to Gallagher's examination of 399 
later) 

8. JJelvin A. Eisenberg, assistant counsel, lfarren Conmdssiona 

Received bullet from FBI m Washmgton, D.C., March 24� 1964 • .. 
Transmitted it to Joseph D. Nicol sa.DJ3 day. 

9. Joseph D. Nicol, Supermtendent, Bureau of 01-iminal Identii'ica- ��q' 
,\.JcO. tion, State of nlinois: ,, 

Received bullet 399 from Eisenberg in latter's office, (to

gether w:ith other bullets and fragments), 1'1ashington, D. C., 

Karch 24, 1964. Made ballistics comparisons with other bullets 

and fragments. Date not given for return of 399 to FBI custody. 

(Nicol testii'ies April 1, 1964. Counsel Eisenberg failed to ask 

his opinion as to whether or not 399 could have caused Governor 

Connally 1 s wounds •** He states 399, test bullets, and 

* The Commission concluded . that this technique failed to provide conclusive 
results as related to Oswald. 

**Nichol is also associate editor of "Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology. 11 
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fragments allege� recovered from Presidential car, all 

originated from same weapon; but all sanples were furnished to 

him by FBI through Eisenberg -he was not given the weapon.* 

Additional informtion concerning his examination of 399 later.) 

10. Bardwell D. Odum, Special Agent, FBI: 

On June 12, 1964, he showed bullet 399 to Tomlinson and Wright. 

They could not identity it as the bullet "found 11 by Tomlinson 

and handled by Wright. 

(Odum not called to testifY. No direct written statem3nt from 

him appears in evidence covering his June 12 interviews with 

Tomlinson and Vlri@t. His written report on unrelated matter, 

dated July 10, 1964, is presented in evidence). 

11. Kl.mer Lee Todd, Special Agent, FBI: 

On June 24, 1964, he showed bullet 399 to Johnsen and 

Rowley. They could not identifY it as the bullet they 

had handled. On same date, Todd identified it, from his 

initials, as same one he .received from Rowley in liashington, 

D. c., on Novenber 22, 1963. 

(Todd not called to testify. No direct 'Written statement from 

* Nicol explains his failure to examine the rifle, or to fire test bullets, 
as follows : 11 

• • • two very basic reasons. 
One, the matter of time, and secondly, the fact that I did not 
have facilities in the area where I was working for the collection 
of such tests from a high-powered weapon. There is the other 
problem • • •  it was apparent the weapon in • • •  firing • • •  was 
undergoing sone changes • • • which would make these (test bullets) 
the best specinens rather than those I might fire now • • • 11 

Eisenberg adds: " • • • I had been informed by the FBI that 50 or oore 
bullets had been fired • • • and that • • • this would seriously 
alter the firing characteristics of the barrel. 11 
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him appears in evidence concerning his June 24 interviews 

vrith Johnsen and Rowley; or his receipt of bullet .from 

Rmvley on Noveni:>er 22, 1963). 

* * * * * * * * 
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The testimoey of FBI Special Agent Robert A. Frazier, as it relates 

to bullet 399, deserves our particular attention. For twenty-five years 

,\,.,Q.\ 
Frazier has been an FBI firearms expert, having made between 50,000 - 60,000 

firearms and bullet coJI1)arisons during that time. As previously noted, he 

first received the bullet subsequently identified as Commission Exhibit 399 

from Special Agent Todd in the FBI laboratory in Washington, Nove:rrber 22, 

1963, and initialed it at that time. 

During his testimoey of March 31, 1964, he identifies 399 from his 

initials, and states that the bullet then was in the same condition as when 

he received it; except for .his initials, those of "other examiners", " • • • 

a discoloration at the nose caused apparently by mounting this bullet in 

some material which stained it", and a 11 • • •  small dent or scraped area 

(where) the speC'trfgraphic examiner* remved. a small quantity of rretal for 

analysis 11• 

Frazier then makes clear that there was no blood or other matter 

visible on the bullet when he received it on November 22a 

Jko. Eisenberg& Did you prepare the bullet in aey way for examination? That 

is, did you clean it or in aey way alter it? 

1flo. Frazier: No, sir; it was not necessary. The bullet was clean and it 

was not necess� to change it in agy wgr. 

Here is a surprising revelation by Frazier. Here is a bullet which 

had supposedly gone through the neck of one man, and through the back, chest, 

wrist, and into the thigh of another, smashing bones along the "'HffY . One 

* Presumably Gallagher, though not named at __ +.his tine. 
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would certa� expect that such a missile would have accumulated some amount 

of blood and tissue (even ignoring, for the m:ment, its intact appearance) •* 

Yet, this bullet \Tas clean when received by Frazier within hours of the 

assassination. No wonder Eisenberg's next question contains a note of 

incredulity: 

Mr- • Eisenberg: There was no blood or similar DB terial on the bullet when 

you received it? 

llr. Frazier: Not any which would interfere with the examination, no, sir. 

Now there may have been slight traces which could have been remved 

just in ordinary handling, but it wasn't necessary to actually 

clean blood or tissue off of the bullet. 

Frazier's slight concession does little to solve the Commission's 

dilemma, for Eisenberg failed to inform him or the prodigious and bloody work

load its hypothesis had imputed to 399. Therefore, we cannot lmow what 

Frazier's opinion might have been as to the amount of blood or tissue he would 

expect to find adhering to � a missile. However, it is an entirely reason-

able assumption that a bullet having traveled the gory path ascribed to 399 by 

the Commission, would, several hours later, still retain some evidence of 

human residue, unless it had been deliberatelY cleaned. 

The chain of possession prior to Frazier's receipt does not reveal 

a likely· "link" that could acco1mt for any such possible cleaning. Tomlinson 

either had it only a very short time; or did not handle it at all, but nerely 

pointed it out to Wright (the record being ambiguous on this question). 

Vlright, as chief security officer at Parkland presumably would lmow enough 

of the importance of bullets as evidence to handle a possible assassination 

* See footnote, page 76 
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bullet with great care, during his brief custody before turning it over to 

Agent Johnsen. That Johnsen would also be expected to exercise similar (or 

greater) caution in its transnd.ttal to Secret Service Chief Rowley; and 

Rowley in passing it to FBI Special Agent Todd; and Todd in delivering it to 

Frazier at the FBI laboratory, is self-evident. 

There is, therefore, no reason to believe that bullet 399 was 

cleaned of human residue prior to its receipt by Frazier, and there is no 

legitimate reason whatever why it should have been. 

Nine pages later in his testimoey, Frazier is asked by Eisenberg 

about Commission Exhibits 567 and 569, two bullet fragments reportedly found 

in the Presidential car, which, like 399, Frazier had identified as having 

been fired from the Mannlicher-Carcano rifle: 

Mt-. Eisenberg: Getting back to the two bullet fragments mentioned, Lr. 

Frazier, did you alter them in aey wa:y after they had been 

received in the laboratory, by wey of cleaning or otherwise? 

Mr. Frazier: No sir; there was a very slight residue of blood or some other 

material adhering, but it did not interfere with the examination. 

It was wiped off to clean the bullet for examination, but it 

actually would not have been necessary. 

Mr. Eisenberg: Is that true on both fragments? 

Mr. Frazier: Yes, sir. 

A puzzlement. That Frazier found bullet 399 free of blood and 

tissue after its alleged bone-crushing, flesh-rending assignment is 
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unusual enough.* But the paradox becomes sharper in light of his admission 

that two fragments, reported to have been involved in the WO'W'ldine, did 

retain such residue - despite the fact that each was a fraction of the size 

of the conspicuousJ.;y Uilli'Rltilated 399, therefore possessing much smller sur

faces onto which blood and tissue could adhere. 

That Eisenberg noted the discrepancy is made perfectly clear by 

his next "question 11 - if it can be called that. 

Mr-. Eisenberg: You also mentioned there was blood or some other substance on 

the bullet marked 399. Is this an off-hand determination, or was 

there a test to determine what the substance was? 

lfl". Frazier : No, there was no test made of the materials • 

IVhat can this "question" possibly mean? Nine pages earlier in his 

testimony Frazier stated unequivocal!Y that he observed no blood on bullet 399. 

Now, after being confronted with Frazier's eni>arrassing admission that the Jmlch 

smaller fragments � have blood on them, Eisenberg states that Frazier said 

the opposite of what he, in fact, did sa,y; and without asking for Frazier's 

aclmowledgment of this reversal, or even pausing to allow time for him to 

comment on it, he proceeds :i.lrmediateJ,v to ask an anbiguous question (did it 

refer to 399, or to the fragments?). 

Ylhat possible interpretation can be placed on this weird statement

question, other than it was deliberately intended to "correct" Frazier's 

* this is especially so when considering the fact that the bullet l'lhich 
wounded the Governor was twrbling as it smashed through his wrist, 
thereby presenting sharp and irregular surfaces to the resisting flesh, 
and thus making it even JOOre likely that blood and tissue would be picked up. 

Further, recalling Ir. Gregory 1 s reply when pressed to relate bullet 399 to 
the Governor 1 s wrist wound, his sharply qualified endorsement of such a pos
sibility was restricted solely to a backward-entering, (and therefore cutting
edged) bullet; ( " • • •  the only way this missile could have produced this 
wound is to have entered the wrist backward. 11 ) ; and therefore, once again, 
precluding the possibility that 3991 s m1-bloodied appearance could be ex
plained by hypothesizing it had drilled cleanly through the forearm in a 
nose-first condition. 
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hazardous no-blood-on 399 /blood-on-the fragm:mts testi.looey; or at least, to 

soi'ten its troublesome effect by confusing the record? 

To make such an accusation is, of course, a serious charge. Un

fortunately, the Conunission • s behavior leaves the objective researcher 

little choice but to make it. For the Commission repeatedly: - in scores and 

perhaps hundreds of inJ?ortant instances - conducts its "investigation" in 

such a f.;Lshion as to allow for only two possible ·interpretations a Either it 

consistently and deliberately selects, bends, and rejects facts and testinDIV 

so as to fit a preconceived conclusion - that the assassination was the 

work of one man, and one man on);y: - or else it is guilty of inoonpetence so 

shoCking as to be virtual1Y incredible. Since there is no reason to believe 

that the experienced and highly trained attorneys who conprised the 

Commission Is staff were :lnconpetent, the .former alternative emerges as the 

mre likely. 

As to Frazier's failure to correct Eisenberg's erroneous quotation 

of himself, the record reveals no definite reason. Perhaps he thought it 

wiser not to make an issue of it; perhaps he was confused by it, and was still 

thinking of the previous question regarding blood on the fragments. 

That the latter � have been the case is possibly indicated by 

his reply, "No, there was no test made on the materials 11 j for if Frazier � 

referring to the fragments - which, it appears indisputable, � found in 

the President's car and � result from bullets vrhich had struck the victim( s) 

- it would not be disturbing that tests were not mde of' the adhering 

substances. 

But, if', in total contradiction to his earlier statement, Frazier's 

rep11 did refer to his having wiped blood from 399 - a bullet whose back-
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grO"tmd even then was ve:ry much in doubt - such deliberate alteration of a 

suspect piece of evidence would constitute a shocking breach of duty. 

The impression one gets from Frazier's lengthY and hi� profes

sional testi.m:>ey is that he would not be guilty of such a breach; and there-

fore it is like:cy that he indeed was thinking of the fragmmts when 

responding to Eisenberg's stupefying statenent/question. 

'!bat Frazier 1 s testilooey did noth:ing to enhance the dubious repu

tation of 399 is final.:cy' illustrated by his answer to the following question& 

Mt-. Eisenberg: How material would you call that defacenent (of 399)? 

Mr. Frazier: It is hardly visible unless you look at the base of the bullet 

and notice it is not round. 

• • • and by the failure of Eisenberg to ask "the next obvious question" J* 

i.e., whether or not Frazier believed a bullet could have fractured Governor 

Connal.:cy'' s rib and wrist, leaving num3rous fragments, and emerge as intact 

and with such ''hardly visible n defacement as bullet 399. 

* * * * * * * * 

* Perm Jones, Jr., editor of the Midlothian (Texas ) :llirror, so characterizes 
the CoJ!lDiission 1 s persistent failure to press obvious leads in testi.Imey 
before it. 
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XI 11 
• • •  NO FURTHER TESTS WERE RUN • • •  " 

As noted in our reconstruction of the "chain 11, FBI spectrographic 

expert Gallagher did not testif.y until two weeks prior to the release of 

the Warren Report. No questions whatever were asked of him regardjng bullet 

399, and one would ·not know from his testinDI:\Y that he ever examined it. 

That Gallagher did indeed do so is revealed by Frazier during his 

testinDey of May 13, 1964, with counsel Specter; although no dates for the 

�\� Fr ':'\ examination are given or asked. Specter did not inquire of azier as to 

whether Gallagher may have detected � blood/tissue residue on 399 during 

his examination; nor was he asked whether the "neutron activation anacysis" 

'"\"'�'o -whose usefulness in crime-detection is described in fascinating and 

lengthy detail by Gallagher - could have been employed to detect such 

traces on 399, and to determine their origin. 

Yet another opportunity to learn something about the nvsterious 

bullet's history was missed, by Mz:-. Eisenberg, in his questioning of Joseph 

D. Nicol, the Ulinois fi,rearms expert, on April 1, 1964. After explaining 

to Eisenberg his opinion that 399 and the two bullet fragments ( C.E. 567 
and 569) originated from the same weapon as did several test bullets 

furnished. him, he was asked: 

Mr. Eisenberg: Mr. Nicol • • • is there � further testi.JIDey you wish to 

give on the subject of the rifle bullets? 

Mr. Nicol: The only other work I did was with respect to an examination 

of the nose of (399) to ascertain Whether there was any evidence 

of ricochet or perhaps contact with fabric and so on. 

However, although there were some fine striations on there, there 
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was nothing of such a nature that it would suggest a pattern, 

like a weave pattern or arzything of that nature. So that 

except for the nick, 'Which I understand has been explained as 

a site where spectrographic tests were conducted, no further 

tests were run • • • 

llt-. Eisenberg: Yes • 

But doesn't Nicol's statement at least suggest that a bullet 

which had pierced the clothing of two men might be expected to have 

impressed upon it something suggesting a weave pattern? 

And shouldn 1t a bullet that had smashed bones show sore "evidence 

of ricochet 11? Eisenberg 1 s laconic one-word response showed no interest in 

these questions, so clearly implicit in Nicol's intriguing revelations. 

Another "next obvious question" unasked; another Commission 

pitfall avoided. 

* * * * * * * * 
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XII OOUBT UPON OOUBT 

The strange and suspicious curc�tances surrounding the handling 

of bullet 399 by the CoJIJllission raise still other questions which nerit our 

attention. In individual cases, and in the cumulative weight of so:us of 

these circumstances, suspicion of 399 's legitimacy by" the FBI itself, as well 

as the Commission, can be inferred: 

1. Why was 399 still undergoing tests by the FBI four nonths 

after the assassination and three m:mths after the FBI had 

submitted its report to the Warren Commdssion naming Lee 

H� Oswald as the lone assassin? 

(The bullet was first presented in evidence by Specter on March 

16., 1964., during the testinDey of Conmand.er Hwnes. Specter 

says : 1'Yfe have been asked by the FBI that the missile not be 

handled by Sl'Jybody because it is undergoing further ballistic 

tests • • • -11• 

Joseph Nicol did not receive it for testing until :March 24, 1964.) 

2. Was arzy- atteDpt made during the FBI tests to analyze 399 for 

possible blood/tissue residue? If not, why not? If so, 19hy 

are the reports not presented? Why were these questions not 

asked by the Conmi.ssion? 

3. Why was not a single FBI expert (including Frazier) asked by 

the Commission to state his views as to the possibility of 

399 having caused the multiple wounds inputed to it? 

4. Why did Specter fail to ask Frazier, dur:ing his May 13, 1964, 

testimo� to establish the chain of possession of bullet 399; 

although requesting him to do so and receiving i.nmediate 
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conpliance in the cases of the· other missiles involved 

(fragments)? 

(These missiles, including 399, were being discussed on � 13. 

Yet, the aforementioned FBI letter of July 7, 1964, indicates 

that the Commission made no request for tracing of 399 until 

May 20, 1964* - six mnths after the assassination.) 
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5. What is the meaning of Commissioner Dulles 1 enigmatic question 

short� prior to 399's introduction into evidence on March 16, 

1964 - four m::mths after the assassination: "So this bullet 

is still missing?" • • • and of Specter's even mre enigmatic 

rep� - "That is the subject· of some theories I am about to 

get into. That is an elusive subject • • • 11 

6. \'ihy is Dulles still dubious two weeks after Specter's 

"explanation" • • •  

• • • 

(Mr. Dulles, March 30, 1964: • • • Did you lmow anything 

about the spent bullet that vras fotm.d on • • •  the litter? 

Dt-. Perry: L\y first lmowledge of that was one of the 

n9W!Paper publications had said there was a bullet found 

there. I don't lmowwhether it was or not. I didn't · 

find it.) 

and three weeks after that? 

(Mr:-. Dulles, April 21, 1964: Did you hear at that tirre or 

have any lmowledge, of a bullet which had been found on a �,, ... 
stretcher? 

* Also indicating the FBI took seven weeks to make its rep�. 
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Dr. Shaw: No; this was later knowledge. 

1fro. Dulles : When did you first hear that? 

Dr. Shaw: This information was fir�t given to me by a 

man from the Secret Service who interviewed me in nv 

office several weeks .later. It is the first tine I knew 

about a;v bullet being recovered. ) 

7. Why is Senator Russell also skeptical? That this is so is 

i.q:llicit in his question during testiiiDf.G" of rr. Gregory. 

(Senator Russell, April 21, 1964: When did you first 

see this bullet, Doctor • • •  ? 

Dr. Gregory: This mrning, sir.) 

Nor are the commissioners alone puzzled, for the doctors ' responses 

betrqy their own doubts. 

8. Why was no prompt attempt made to have these doctors who 

attended Governor ConnallY try to relate bullet 399 to his 

WO\U'ldS? 

(The testimony of Drs. Shaw and Gregory reveal that they were not 

shown the bullet that allegedly inflicted these wounds \U'ltil five 

months after the assassination. 

That no such attempt was nade at any time prior to their testiiiDey 

--let alone, shortlY after the event ;Vhen the doctors' impres-

sions would have been most vivid -- could '1ell indicate official 

mistrust of bullet 399.) 

9. Why did the Parkland doctors not hear of the discovery of a 

bullet ("stretcher" or any other) much sooner? 
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(Drs. Shaw and Perry said they never even heard of a bullet 

fomd at Parkland Hospital mtil some date considerably after 

Novenber 22, 1963; in the case of Ih-. Shaw, 11 • • •  several 

weeks later". 'That word of the "finding" of an assassination 

bullet did not travel like wildfire throughout the hospital 

can be explained logically only by assuming that the individuals 

involved in its discovery and handling were ordered not to talk. 

Such an order would be most consistent with official suspicion 

of 399, and Jr.ay further serve to explain Hospital Personnel 

Director 0. P. Vlright 1s othervlise incol!U?rehensible failure to 

include any m;mtion of it in his activity report, submitted to 

his superior .iust twelve days later. ) 

Thus far, our inquiry has not solved the uvstery of Commission Elc

hibit 399. The walking-on-eggs performance of the Warren Commission and the 

FBI, far from legitimatizing it, have instead further beclouded its genealogy. 

Expert testim:>cy was twisted or ignored; "tests 11 were conducted 

(Dr. Olivier's ) which tested nothing but the Commission's gullibility, or 

worse; while others which should have been made were not; important witnesses 

were not called, or were not asked relevant questions; pertinent reports were 

not presented, while conspicuous omissions in others went lmchallenged; 

obvious implications went unexplored. 

\Ve have yet to learn the actual part played bY bullet 399 in the · 

lmforgettable tragedy of Novenber 22, 1963. 

* * * * * * * * 
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XIII HYPOTHESES 

The Commission tells us that no rore than three shots, and no fewer 

than two, were fired at the Presidential car. or these, it s�s only two 

struck the victims; therefore, the Conmd.ssion concludes, if there was a 

third (which it deems "probable"·), it missed entirely. 

Since there is no legitimate w� a missed shot could end up on a 

stretcher in Parkland Hospital {even if such a bullet could somehow retain 

the virginal appearance of 399), and since the bullet which shattered 

President Kennedy's head is lmovm to have fragmented, the Commission was 

stuck with 399 as the sole cause of the remaining wounds of the President, 

and all those of Governor Connally. 

However, as we have seen, the Conmd.ssion has not only failed to 

prove 399 inflicted all - or a:rry - of the wounds attributed to it, but 

also has done nothing whatever to investigate alternative possibilities as 

to its involvement. 

We shall have to do the Commission 1 s work; for while the proof of 

the Zapruder film has destroyed a:rry factual basis for clinging to the 

Commission's lone-assassin - three-shot shibboleth, the question of )99's role 

still remains a vital one. Could it have been� one of� nunber of 

shots fired at the victims, from � direction, 'vhether or not it struck a 

hunan target? 

In this section we shall examine all seemingly plausible hypo-

theses. At first, we shall list, 'Teigh, and eliminate those which must be 

precluded for reasons pertaining to the condition of )99, to the wounds it 

allegedly inflicted, or to the ilq:lossibility of its having been in different 
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parts of the country at the same tine. These three factors will be the only 

ones considered init�, even where exclusion of a hypothesis would be 

justified on other grounds. '!his contrary evidence will be based on observa-

.. tions by experts, and their views as given to the CoJID11ission. 

(Such statements in reference to 399 as 11 • • •  bullet would have been 

distorted 11, are to be interpreted as meaning mre noticeably distorted than 

399 - which actua:l.:cy was slight� flattened towards the rear. ) 

lben, we will examine the remaining lzypotheses, and in these 

cases, additional factors will be considered. 

Since our intention is to avoid overlooking aey (initiall,y) 

plausible nanner in which 399 could have been ilrplicated, our list shall 

include marzy' alternatives not entertained by the Commission. 

A. HYPOTHESES Th'VOLVING RELATIONSHIP OF 399 TO ALLEGED JFK-JC OOUBLE HIT 

l evidence presented below regarding relationship to Governor Ch� 1 s 

wounds also applicable here) 

B. HYPOTHESES DrroLVING RELATIONSHIP OF 399 TO GOVERNOR CONNALLY'S WOUNDS 
(J C HYPOTHESES) 

l. entered back; came to rest in bod;y. 

Evidence Against: 

a. no evidence of bullet being remved .f'rom Governor 1 s chest 

at Parkland Hospital. 

b. wound at .f'ront of chest was exit wound. Evidence indicates 

only one entrance wound in back; therefore same bul1et must 

have exited .f'rom .f'ront causing chest wound. 

RYpothesis Eliminated 

2. entered back, shattered rib, exited chest, pierced and shattered 

wrist, entered left thigh. 
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Evidence Againstl 

a. nuJJerous fragments left in Governor's body' (chest, wrist, 

thigh) rule out 399 as their so\U"ce. 

b. bullet shattering rib and 11rist would mst probably have been 

distorted. 
HYPothesis Eliminated 

3• first pierced Governor's wrist, shattering bones, then entered 

thigh. 

Evidence Against: 

a. coat fibres carried into wrist wound by' missile indicated it had �0..' 
previously hit other obstruction. 

b. numerous fragments left in wrist and thigh rule out 399 as their 

SO\U"Cee 

c. bullet shattering wrist would mst probably have been distorted. 

gypothesis Eliminated 

4. first pierced wrist, shattering bones, struck no other part of 

Governor 1 s body. 

Evidence Against: 

(same as in _J, above, except for deletion of "and thigh" in b) 
HYpothesis Eliminated 

5. first struck Governor 1 s thigh. 

a. {at normal velocity); 

Evidence Against: 

(1) minor natur.e of thigh wound precludes unspent bullet as cause. 

{a) failing to encounter bone {or failing to encounter it 

squarely) bullet would a.l.Ioost certainly have pierced leg, 

causing exit wound. No evidence of such wound. 
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(b) encountering bone (squarely) would have shattered bone 

(no indication of such fracture) J bullet would mst 

probably become distorted. 
�thesis Eliminated 

b. (at exceptionally low velocity, caused by "weak charge" or 

otherwise defective cartridge); 

Evidence Against: 

(1) bullet-fragment penetrated into femur, indicating bullet 

from l'Thich it came was unspent. 
atpothesis Eliminated 

C. HYPOTHESES TIJVOLVING RELATIONSHIP OF 399 TO liiSSED SHOT(S) 

1. missed car and occupants, struck pavement or hard surface. 

Evidence Against: 

a. bullet would have been distorted. 
HYpothesis Eliminated 

We have now eliminated seven hYPotheses and sUb-hypotheses for 

reasons immediately decisive. Of the remaining thirty-seven which follow, 
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some --where warranted- will likewise be i.Inrlediately eliminated; but others 

will be retained for further consideration. 

D. REMAINING HYPOTHESES INVOLVING RELATIONSHIP OF 399 TO GOVERNOR 1 S WOUNDS 

6. entered back, shattered rib, exited front of chest, struck no 

other part of body. (dowmrard angle of bullet exiting from chest 

would insure its striking interior of car, resulting in one of 

the following): 

a. hit solid obstruction in interior of car at high speed. 

Evidence Against: 

(1) it would have been distorted. 
BYpothesis Eliminated 
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b. penetrated upholstery, coming to rest in soft material, thus 

preventing further distortion. 

Evidence Against: 

{1) it would have to have been recovered and placed on stretcher. 

{2) no reason for such a bullet to be placed on stretcher. 

EYpothesis Retained 

c. spent upon exiting Governor's chest and jacket, came to rest in 

car without damaging it, or distorting bullet. 

Evidence Against: 

(smm as in£ above) arpothesis Retained 

7. entered Governor's back, exited front of chest, then struck his 

thigh. Bullet subsequently' z 

a. was remved surgically at Parkland. 

Evidence Against: 

(1) such surgical removal contrar,y to all evidence. 

(2) if so reiOOVed, no reason to place it on stretcher. 

§Ypothesis Retained 

b. fell out of thigh wound; either into his trousers, and from there 

onto his stretcher; or later, directly from the wound onto 

the stretcher. 

Evidence Against: 

(1) if bullet fell from thigh wound, it llD.lst have been nearly spent 

prior to striking thigh - otherwise, it would have penetrated 

to depth that would have precluded dislodgment. But in fact, 

bullet-fragment penetrated into his femur; which indicates it 

came from missile still retaining considerable velocity. 
Hypothesis Retained . 
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E. HYPOTHESES INVOLVING RELATIONSHIP OF 399 TO JFK's WOUNDS 

1. struck President Kennedy's head, exited, then struck car. 

a. encountering hard object in interior of car at high speed. 

Evidence Against: 

(1) bullet piercing skull would JOOst probab:cy- have been distorted. 

(2) bullet then striking hard object in car (of sufficient sub-

stance to stop it)would be further distorted. 
�thesis Eliminated 

b. penetrated upholstery, coming to rest in soft material, thUs 

preventing further distortion. 

Evidence Against: 

(1) bullet piercing skull would JOOst probably have been distorted. 

(2) it would have to have been recovered and placed on stretcher. 

(3) no reason for such bullet to be placed on stretcher. 

HYpothesis Retained 

c. spent upon exiting head, cane to rest in car without further 

distortion to bullet or damage to car. 

Evidence Against: 

(1) bullet piercing skull JOOst probably would have been distorted. 

(2) it would have to have been recovered and placed on stretcher. 

(3) no reason for such bullet to be placed on stretcher. 

HYpothesis Retained 

2. struck President Kennedy's head; exited, escaped car without 

striking it. 

a. still unspent after escaping car, bullet encountered solid 

obstruction. 

Evidence Against: 

(1) bullet pier.cing skull mst probably would have been distorted. 

(2) striking other hard object would have resulted in further 

distortion. 
HYPothesis Eliminated 
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b. still unspent after escaping car, bu;net struck soft surface 

(grass, soft earth), thus penetrating deeply. 

Evidence Against: 

(1) bullet piercing skull m:>st probably would have been distorted. 

(2) recovery in tine for placenent on stretcher unlikely. 

(3) no reason to place such bullet on stretcher. 

HYpothesis Retained 

c. still unspent after escaping car, bullet traveled unobstructed 

until spent. 

Evidence Against: 

(1) bullet piercing skull rost probabzy would have been distorted. 

(2) recovery in time for placenent on stretcher unlikely. 

(3) no reason to place such bullet on stretcher. 

BYPothesis Retained 

d. spent upon exiting head and escaping car, bullet fell to surface. 

Evidence Against: 

(1) bullet piercing skull mst probabzy would have been distorted. 

(2) it would have to have been recovered and placed on stretcher. 

(3) no reason to place such bullet on stretcher. 

HYpothesis Retained 

3. entered JFK 1 s neck (either front or rear) , ranged upward into head, 

piercing skull; exiting, and escaping car without striking it. 

a. (alternative and "Evidence Against 11 same as in 2a, above) 

Hypothesis Eliminated 
b. ( II If II II same as in 2b, above) 

Hypothesis Retained 

c. ( If " II " same as in 2c, above) 
HYPothesis Retained 

d. ( II " II " same as in 2d, above) 
HYPothesis Retained 
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4. entered neck (either from front or rear), ranged upward through head, 

exited skull through pre-inflicted wound -thus avoiding f'urther 

distortion -- and escaping car. 

a. (alternative and "Evidence Against" -with deletion 
of (1), same as in 2a,above) 

HYpothesis Eliminated 

b. ( II II II II II II 2b, II ) :F{vpothesis Retained 

c. ( II II II II " II 2c, " ) F{ypothesis Retained 

d. ( II II II II II " 2d, II ) HYPothesis Retained 

5. entered JFK1s neck (either from front or rear), ranged upward into 

head; did not exit, reJIIJVed surgicaJ.Jy. 

Evidence Against: 

a. such surgical remval at Parkland contrary to all evidence; no 

reason to place such bullet on stretcher • 

HYpothesis Retained 

b. a.ey such remval at Bethesda would have precluded sarre bullet 

being found at Parkland hours earlier. 
gypothesis Eliminated 

6. entered JFK1s neck (from front or rear), ranged dowrnvard in body and 

did not exit; rem:>ved surgicaJ.J.y. 

Evidence Against: 

a. such remval at Parkland contrary to all evidence; no reason 

to place such bullet on stretcher. 
EYpothesis Retained 

b. any such remval at Bethesda would have precluded sane bullet 

being found at Parkland hours earlier. 

7. entered JFK1s throat, exited back. 

H;ypothesis Eliminated 

a. it unspent, bullet would have penetrated interior of car. 
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Evidence Against& 

(1) even if penetration of so.t't material prevented further dis

tortion, bullet would have to have been recovered from car 

and placed on stretcher. 

(2) no reason to place such bullet on stretcher. 

(3) size and description of back wound suggests it was entry. 

MrPothesis Retained 

b. if spent a.t'ter exiting body and piercing clothing, bullet would 

have come to rest in car. 

Evidence Against: 

(1) no reason to place such bullet on stretcher. 

(2) size and description of back wound suggests it was entry. 

HYpothesis Retained 

B. entered JFK1s back, exited throat, missed other occupants, struck 

interior of car. 

a. (alternative and "Evidence Against" same as in 7a, above.) 
ijypothesis Retained 

be ( II II II II same as in 7b, above. ) 

EYpothesis Retained 

9. entered JFK1s back, exited throat, escaped car without striking it. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

(alternative and "Evidence Against" - with deletion 
of (1) - same as in JFK 2a) Hypothesis Eliminated 

(alternative and "Evidence Against" -with deletion 
of (1) - sarne as in JFK 2b) Hypothesis Retained 

(alternative and "Evidence A'ainst" -with deletion 
of (1) - sarne as in JFK 2c Hypothesis Retained 

(alternative and "Evidence Against" -with deletion 
of (1) - same as in JFK 2d) Rypothesis Retained 

10. entered JFK's back, came to rest in body; subsequently fell out of 
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back through same wo'W'ld onto stretcher (possibl;r at time chest 

mssage applied at Parkland) • 

Evidence Against: 

a. for bullet to have arr:r conceivable chance to thus fall from 

body, its penetration into back would have to be extremeJ.y 

shallow. 

(1) such shallow penetration could only result-

(a) from bullet having expended m:>st of its energy by striking 

other object prior to entering back (in such case, distortion 

would be m:>st likely) • 

(b) from 11weak charge 11, or otherwise defective cartridge. 

(2) even in case of shallow penetration, expert opinions indicate 

such dislodgment from body extreneJ.y unlikely.* 

�thesis Retained 

F. HYPOTHESES INVOLVING RELATIONSHIP OF .399 TO l!ISSED SHOT(S) 

2. missed occupants, struck car, 

a. encountered hard obstruction 

Evidence Against: 

(1) it would have been distorted. 
HYpothesis Eliminated 

b. penetrated upholstery, missing hard obstruction, thus pre-

venting distortion. 

Evidence Against: 

(1) bullet would then have to have been recovered from car and 

placed on stretcher. 

(2) no reason to place such bullet on stretcher. 
arpothesis Retained 

*See footnote page 74 
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3· missed car and occupants, struck grassy area (or soft earth). (grass 

:in Dealy Plaza well-tended, watered reguJ.arJ.y; it had been raining 

earlier). 

a. if unspent, bullet encountering such surface would penetrate 

deeply (if it struck sub-surface rock it would have been 

distorted) • 

Evidence Against: 

(1) recovery :in tima to p�ace on stretcher unlikely. 

(2) no reason to place such bullet on stretcher. 

EYpothesis Retained 

b. if spent, due to "weak charge 11, or having been fired f'rom great 

distance, bullet would still probably penetrate such surface. 

Evidence Against: 

(1) bullet would have to be recovered and placed on stretcher. 

(2) no reason to place such bullet on stretcher. 
E&pothesis Retained 

* * * * * * * * 

• 
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XIV A PROCESS OF ELnaNATION 

On the basis of conclusive evidence, we have eliminated nine 

mre of our remaining hypotheses and sub-hypotheses, leaving twenty-eight 

still open. 

Of the remaining nunber, the ·largest group (nine) require that 
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399 come to rest somewhere in the President's car (as a result of the shoot

ing); be recovered therefrom, and placed on the stretcher on which it was 

fotmd at Parkland Hospital. Some brief testim:>Jzy- by FBI firearm expert 

Frazier is in order here, for he examined the car within hours after the 

assassination: 

1fr. Specter: Mr. Frazier • • • IX> you have � lmawledge through arv source 

whatsoever of any bullets or fragments found anyWhere in the 

vicinity of the assassination, other than those (fragments) which 

you have already testified to, which were in the car, or the whole 

bullet !'rom the Com1all.y stretcher • • • ? 

lb:-. Frazier: No sir; I have never heard of arv nor have arv been submitted 

to ne. 

!he next questions answered by Frazier emphasize still further the tm

likelihood of 399 having been fotmd in the car (or in the vicinity of the 

assassination) • 

Mr. Specter: During the regular processing of the FBI examination in this 

case, would all such bullets or bullet fragments be brought to you 

for examination in accordance with your assignment to this matter 

genera11y? 

l.b:-. Frazier: Yes, they would. 

• • • 
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Mr. Specter: Was your examination (for bullet penetration of the autombile) 

a thorou&h examination of all aspects of the interior of the car? 

Ut-. Frazier: Yes, sir • • • we examined the rugs carefully for holes • • • 

vre examined all the upholstery covering, on the back of the front 

seat, on the doors • • •  the junp seats, the actual rear seat, the 

back of the rear seat, and • • • the front seat, and we fomd no 

bullet holes. 

�theses JC-6c and JFK-lc are two of this first group (of nine). 

To believe that either offers a reasonable explanation for 399, one must 

believe that -Frazier notwithstanding- 399 was fomd in the car; and that 

it was then placed on a stretcher at Parkland. In the case of JFK-lc, we must 

further accept that 399 sonehow avoided distortion while piercing President 

Kennedy's head. 

Two mre of this group are JFK-7b and JFK-8b. To believe that 

either of these can explain 399, one nmst believe that it had been fired by a 

"weak charge", or otherwi�e defective cartridge; that Frazier was wrong in 

saying on:cy- fragments were fomd in the car; and that 399 was recovered from 

the car and placed on a stretcher. 

1he five remaining hypotheses in which 399 nmst be recovered from 

the car are JC-6b, JFK-lb, JFK-7a, JFK-8a, and MISS-2b. These have the 

impediment of requiring 399 to penetrate the upholstery of the car, making 

prompt recovery for placement on the stretcher that much more difficult. 

As we have seen, Frazier said there was no evidence of such 

penetration; and Dr. Olivier states that if .such a bullet struck the interior 

of the car after piercing President Kennedy, 11 
• • • you would have seen a 

��\ good deal of evidence 11
• 
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Therefore, to retain arq of these five as possibilities, one must 

accept that Frazier was wrong in believing that only fragments were found in 

the car; that he was wrong ·again in saying there was no evidence of penetra-

tion in the car; and that 399 was recovered from the car's interior and 

placed ·on the stretcher at Parkland. In the case of JFK-lb, we must also 

accept that 399 avoided distortion although piercing the Fresident1s skull. 

An additional hurdle common to this group, but one Vlhicll must be 

surmunted in order to retain arq of its nine alternatives, is the fact that 

the Secret Service was in coq>lete possession of the car from the time of 

its arrival at Parkland until it was flown from DaJ J as three hours later at 

JZ35 p.m. It follows, then, that if arqone recovered 399 from the car at 

Parkland and placed it on a stretcher (or gave it to someone who did), it 

alm:>st certai.DJ.3' could have been no one but a menber of that agency. 

(At this point, it would be well to recall that it is mst 

unlike� that either of the two stretchers handled by Tomlinson could have 

been used by Fresident Kennedy; the Commission not only agreeing on this 

point, but is unequivocal in excluding the possibility entirely. We have 

also seen that there is at least a reasonable doubt that either stretcher 

was used by Governor Connally - despite the Commission 1 s conclusion that 

the one reJOOVed from the elevator by Tomlinson was indeed the Governor's. 

This leads us to the near certainty that no mre than one of the 

tvro stretchers on which Tomlinson could have "fotmd 11 the bullet was con-

nected with either victim; and that it is entirely possible that neither 

of themwas so involved. 

These conclusions, unaided by arq other considerations, but f� 

supported by the evidence, inevitably raise the possibility that· 399 was 

planted. However, since it is our purpose to find, if possible, a legitimate 
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Appendix A 

Transcript of Interview 

R. Marcus and Darrell Tomlinson 

July 25, 1966 





Transcript of Marcus telephone interview with Darrell Tomlinson, 
July 25, 1966. 8:00 p.m. Los Angeles time. 

T: Tomlinson 
M: Marcus 

*** 

T: . . •  no, I don't believe so. No, the one that was rolled off the 
elevator had some surgical instruments, stethescope and sheets 
rolled up. 

H: w�'re they bloody sheets? Do you remember? 

T: I don't remember, to tell you the truth. 

M: OK, I don't want to, I appreciate that, and if you don't remember, 
I just want your best recollection. &1t your recollection is that's 
t1•e one that carne off the elevator? That had some surgical instruments? 

T: Yes. Uh-huh. 

M: Now I know they questioned you over and over again in the volumes 
t'bere, about which stretcher the bullet carne off of, and you seemed 
to think it was not off the one that carne off of the elevator? 

T: NG, it (pause) that was the one that it carne off of. 

M: You think it was off the one that carne off the elevator? 

T: I know it was. 

M: OI\, all right. 

T: It carne out from under the little rubber mat or pad that they have 
on it, and it was the one that had the instruments on it. That v.ras 
the one that I pulled off the elevator whenever I took over to run the 
elevator manually for 'ern. 

M: I got it. OK. So now >men you bumped it against the wall, your testi
rnvny says that some guy went in to use the men's room. 

T: T11at' s right. 

M: A dcctor or intern or something, and he moved that to get in. 

T: HE� moved both of them. 

M: H<; • • •  to get into the door into the men's room? 

T: (continuing) . • .  one was against the wall, and I don't remember which 
wc•.s up against the restroom door, but one of them was, and he pulled 
t1•ern away from the "wr'all, and then >vhen he carne out of the restroom, he 
just walked off and left them; so I just went over and give them a kick 
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" • • •  methodical.l,y doCUllents the bizarre history of a 
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bility of the l1arren Commission conclusion, i.e.: that this 
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wounds and fracturing bones." 

llarjorie Field, :independent researcher 
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